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btjming issue. Then it was that the great vested interest of
Anglicanism, which, in spite of the resistances of nonconformity
and dissenr, had been selling the" Hanoverian Church-and-
State system to the variegated population of the British Empire
very successfully, took alarm, and the competing nostrum-
sellers of Roman Catholicism and the Bible-reading sects,
made common cause with it. This young tiger was biting
mouthfuls out of the Creator ! A Creator was an integral
asset in their common equipment; they could not have him
eroded and damaged ; they could not do without him.
It is plausible to liken Science to a young tiger in this way,
but that comparison needs to be qualified. Science may
daw or bite upon occasion, but essentially it is the product
of a protean anonymous power, and if in certain circumstances
it took on the appearance of a dangerous assailant, it eluded
any definitive suppression by its extraordinary lack of centra-
lised organisation. It had no head to strike off, no sanctum
to burn. There were no consolidated funds to be seized. It
arose from the world-wide natural recalcitrance of the human
mind. It was here. It was there. Like a dawn. And wherever
it spread, the critical spirit in man was stimulated and
encouraged to further insubordination.
So the struggle against Science is not so much an attempt
to uproot and end something tangible and uprootable, as a
world-wide disposition on the part of the great vested interests
that overshadow our lives and sell us God, government and
war to-day, to prevent an undesirfed and unexpected illumina-
tion reaching die general mass of mankind.
In this they have succeeded to a disconcerting extent.
You have been told how a sample young Englishman, fifty
years after Darwin, could dispose of his relationship to
Tarsius and the apes with an oafish guffaw, still believing that
he and all things were made, as one might mould clay, by a
personal God rather resembling Mr Myame but with a whiter
and woollier beard, a little muddled in his identity with an
extremely mawkish »Saviour who was also his Son, a
phosphorescent pigeon intervening. (" Mystery of the Holy
Trinity,*' comes an echo from Edward Albert. " *Ands off

